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As business professionals operating in Canada, you and your business will soon be subject to 
Canada’s new “Anti-Spam Act”, expected to come into force later this year or early 2013. the new 
legislation will greatly impact how you and your businesses treat the sending of electronic messages 
that encourage participation in a commercial activity (“commercial electronic messages”) as well as 
other electronic threats to commerce.

In today’s increasingly technological society, it is important for everyone to review this legislation and 
start evaluating your existing activities in order to prepare for compliance.

What are the main prohibitions:

the Anti-Spam Act (“the Act”) prohibits more than just spam. It regulates certain activities that 
discourage reliance on electronic means of carrying out commercial activities.
 
Under the Act, you are prohibited from:

• sending commercial electronic messages without the recipient’s consent (this   
 includes email, social networking accounts, and text messages);
• altering transmission data in an electronic message, resulting in the message   
 being delivered to a different destination without express consent;
• installing computer programs without the express consent of the owner of the   
 computer system or its agent, such as an authorized employee;
• using false or misleading representations online in the promotion of products or  
 services;
• collecting personal information through accessing a computer system in violation  
 of federal law; and, 
• collecting electronic addresses by the use of computer programs or the use of   
 such addresses, without permission (address harvesting).

the consent requirement:

the most important thing to keep in mind is the consent requirement, and remember there is a 
“reverse onus” obligation included in the Act.  If investigated, you must also be able to prove that you 
obtained consent, express or implied.

Consent is implied under the Act in some cirmstances where there is an existing business or non-
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business relationship between the sender and recipient or the recipient has published or disclosed an electronic address without 
stating the wish to not receive unsolicited messages.  However, once the Act comes into force, there is a transitional period where a 
person’s consent in these pre-existing relationships is implied only until: (1) they give notice that they retract consent, or (2) three years 
after the day the Act came into force, whichever is earlier.

All commercial electronic messages are also required to identify the sender, provide his or her contact information, and include an 
unsubscribe mechanism that can be readily performed by the recipient to indicate the wish to no longer receive any further commercial 
electronic messages. 

Steps to protect your business:

Don’t be caught unaware. this is an Act you want to take seriously.  

You could be fined up to $1 million per violation as an individual, or up to $10 million per violation as a business entity. 

below are some tips to help you prepare:  

• Determine which of your electronic communications would fall under “commercial electronic messages”   
 and be caught by the Act.
• With respect to communications caught by the Act, review your database of contacts in order to    
 determine whether consent will be required for future communications.
• establish procedures for obtaining recipients’ express consent to receive electronic communications
• establish procedures to maintain lists of recipients who have given an implied consent, including removing  
 recipients when implied consent expires (usually after two years, but subject to the transitional provisions).
• prepare forms of communications to comply with the Act so that they include all of the     
 requisite information and the unsubscribe mechanism.

For more information on the Anti-Spam Act, visit www.fightspam.gc.ca.  
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For over 150 years, the lawyers of WeirFoulds have been proud 
to serve our clients in their most difficult and complex matters. 
We are the firm of choice for discerning clients within our core 
areas of practice: (1) Litigation; (2) Corporate; (3) property; and 
(4) Government Law. Within these core areas, as well as key 
sub-specialties, we address highly sophisticated legal challenges. 
We have acted in some of Canada’s most significant mandates 
and have represented clients in many landmark cases. reflecting 
the firm’s focus, our lawyers are consistently recognized as 
leaders in their chosen areas of practice and in the profession 
at large. to learn more about our firm, visit www.weirfoulds.com.
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ralph Kroman brings broad experience and high-level expertise to his business law practice with an emphasis upon 
contract negotiations, intellectual property, information technology and commercial transactions. He has provided his 
expertise to many significant mergers, financings, acquisitions, reorganizations and joint ventures. He is adept at helping 
clients deal with intellectual property and technology matters such as the acquisition of information technology, and the 
licensing and protection of copyright, trade-marks and confidential information.

Contact ralph at 416.947.5026 or rkroman@weirfoulds.com 
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